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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents the development of a nodal diffusion code, RAST-V, and its verification and validation
for VVER (vodoevodyanoi energetichesky reactor) analysis. A VVER analytic solver has been imple-
mented in an in-house nodal diffusion code, RAST-K. The new RAST-K version, RAST-V, uses the triangle-
based polynomial expansion nodal method. The RAST-K code provides stand-alone and two-step
computation modes for steady-state and transient calculations. An in-house lattice code (STREAM)
with updated features for VVER analysis is also utilized in the two-step method for cross-section gen-
eration. To assess the calculation capability of the formulated analysis module, various verification and
validation studies have been performed with Rostov-II, and X2 multicycles, Novovoronezh-4, and the
Atomic Energy Research benchmarks. In comparing the multicycle operation, rod worth, and integrated
temperature coefficients, RAST-V is found to agree with measurements with high accuracy which RMS
differences of each cycle are within ±47 ppm in multicycle operations, and ±81 pcm of the rod worth of
the X2 reactor. Transient calculations were also performed considering two different rod ejection sce-
narios. The accuracy of RAST-V was observed to be comparable to that of conventional nodal diffusion
codes (DYN3D, BIPR8, and PARCS).
© 2022 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

This paper presents the verification and validation (V&V) as well
as the development of a nodal diffusion code, RAST-V, for VVER
(vodoevodyanoi energetichesky reactor) analysis. The code was
developed using an in-house diffusion code, RAST-K, and a triangle-
based polynomial expansion nodal method (TPEN) for expanding
its area of application [1e3]. The TPEN kernel provides the advan-
tages of pin power reconstruction [3]. The formulated VVER ana-
lytic solver was verified using VVER-440 and VVER-1000
benchmarks reported in previous papers [4,5]. A previous study
used a macroscopic cross-section but did not include depletion
calculation and thermal hydraulic feedback. In contrast, in this
work, V&V was performed using various benchmarks with five
main calculation features: (1) cross-section feedback (microscopic/
macroscopic cross-sections), (2) thermal hydraulic (T/H) feedback,
(3) depletion, (4) multicycle calculations (i.e., restart, fuel assembly
(FA) shuffling, and rotation), and (5) transient calculation. To assess
the calculation capability of these features, V&V was performed
by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
with Rostov-II [6], cycles 1e4 of X2 [7e9], Atomic Energy Research
(AER) benchmarks (AER-DYN-001 [10] and AER-DYN-002 [11]), and
Novovoronezh-4 benchmark [12]. The X2 benchmark problem was
used determine the V&V calculation capability in multicycle oper-
ation. In contrast, AER-DYN-001 and AER-DYN-002 were used to
assess the transient calculation capability, and Novovoronezh-4
was employed to analyze the spent nuclear fuel.

With the increasing share of VVER in the market (currently,
US$133 billion), the necessity of VVER analysis has also become
increasingly necessary. To date, 71 VVERs are operating and 32 have
been contracted [13e15]. Various code systems have been devel-
oped for VVER analysis through various projects, including those of
PHARE SRR 1/95 [16], VALCO [17], V1000CT [18], Rostov-II [6],
Kozloduy [19], Kalinin-3 [20], UAM [21], and AER [22] benchmarks.
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development/
Nuclear Energy Agency and other institutions support these
benchmark projects. Moreover, various laboratories have partici-
pated in these studies by developing and analyzing their own code
systems, such as BKM [23], DYN3D [10], KIKO3D [10], PARCS [24],
and TRIKIN [25]. In line with this trend and to improve the
competitiveness of nodal diffusion codes formulated in-house, the
aforementioned VVER analysis module was developed in RAST-K.
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Its various features include the following: the use of a micro-
depletion solver based on the Chebyshev rational approximation
method (CRAM) [1]; provision of various materials for control rod
modeling; and additional applications for spent fuel analysis. A
spent nuclear fuel (SNF) analysis module is provided for back-end
cycle analysis. This study focuses on introducing the formulated
calculation features for various V&V benchmark problems, partic-
ularly those of Rostov-II, X2 [7e9], AER [10,11], and Novovoronezh-
4 [12]. The V&V analysis employs the ENDF/B-VII.0 library [26].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the calculation modules for VVER analysis, including
cross-section feedback and simplified one-dimensional single-
channel thermal hydraulic (T/H 1D) feedback scheme. Section 3
presents the reflector model for three-dimensional (3D) core
simulation and describes the calculation capability of reflector
models. Section 4 presents the depletion calculation results of the
X2 reactor. Cycles 1e4 of the X2 reactor were used to assess the
calculation capability of RAST-V in multicycle operation. Section 5
presents the transient calculation results of two rod-ejected
benchmark problems (AER-DYN-001 and AER-DYN-002). The
former is performed with low power; thus, T/H feedback is ignored
in this study. In contrast, the latter is implemented with rapid po-
wer change; consequently, the Doppler feedback is considered.
Section 6 discusses the SNF analysis of sample 21 discharged from
Fig. 1. Flowchart of RAST-V steady
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Novovoronezh-4.
2. Implementation of hexagonal nodal method in RAST-V

This section presents the calculation features implemented in
RAST-V. This code is developed based on RAST-K [1] and TPEN [27],
which is capable of pin-power reconstruction. In previous studies,
the TPEN kernel was developed and verified through VVER-440 [4]
and VVER-1000 [5] benchmarks. In these verifications, the varia-
tions of RAST-V are within ±100 pcm, which is comparable to those
of other codes. The nodal expansion method (NEM) is employed for
analysis in the axial direction, and the coarse mesh finite differ-
ential method (CMFD) is adopted for analyzing acceleration. The
transient calculation module is developed based on the CMFD with
the Wielandt eigenvalue shift method for spatial differential, and
the theta method is used for the temporal differential with a theta
of 0.5. A second-order precursor integration technique is applied to
solve the transient fixed-source problem [28]. The control rod
movement and boron dilution are determined in the transient
calculation.

Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of RAST-V calculation features:
steady-state calculation, transient calculation, and SNF analysis.
The steady-state calculation includes eigenvalue and depletion
computations. The critical boron concentration (CBC) search option
state and transient calculation.
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is provided for the 3D core simulation. The amounts of burnable
absorber (BAs) and fission products are calculated by a micro-
depletion calculation module based on CRAM [1]. For computa-
tional efficiency, the linear system is set based on the bi-conjugate
gradient stabilized (BiCGSTAB) algorithm [29]. The input power
condition is used for scaling the flux calculated in the steady state
and transient calculations. The T/H 1D feedback is utilized to
calculate the Doppler temperature based on inlet temperature and
flow rate. An option to use the T/H feedback is available for
benchmark analysis, particularly the AER benchmarks described in
Section 5. The TPEN kernel defines the flux form as a third-order
polynomial and uses the relationship among triangular nodes to
identify nine coefficients in the flux form. In the calculation, one
hexagonal node is divided into six triangular nodes, as shown in
Fig. 2. Subplot (a) presents the six triangular nodes, and subplot (b)
contains the flux direction in each node. The centroid of the triangle
is the center of mass, and the center in subplot (b) is that of the
hexagonal node. Details are presented in Section 2.1. For the
application, an SNF analysis module is provided for back-end cycle
evaluation. Lagrange interpolation and CRAM are used to calculate
the isotope inventory based on the historical indices of main
operating parameters; details are described in Section 2.4.

The summary in Table 1 compares the main features of RAST-V
with those of other commercial nodal diffusion codes. In particular,
the differences are with respect to diffusion equation solver,
depletion solver, availability of different materials for control rod
modeling, and additional applications (SNF analysis). The calcula-
tion feature for the control rod could be used for controlling the
VVER-1000 rod composed of B4C (in the body region) and
Dy2O3eTiO2 (in the tip region) [6]. The volume ratio of the control
rod material was used for cross-section feedback in the 3D core
simulation. In addition, a micro-depletion module based on CRAM
was used for calculating the isotope inventory, affording the
2
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advantage of large time step depletion with high convergence.
The subsequent section provides details of the foregoing and

describes the following calculation modules: analytic solver of
hexagonal geometry, cross-section feedback module, T/H feedback
solver, and depletion units.

2.1. TPEN method

The TPEN method was implemented in RAST-V based on the
references [3,33]. In the TPEN kernel, flux is defined as a third-order
polynomial, as shown in Equation (1) [33].

fg ¼ c1g þ c2gxþ c3gyþ c4gx
2 þ c5gu

2 þ c6gp
2 þ c7gx

3 þ c8gu
3

þ c9gp
3;

(1)

where p and u are the directions combined with x and y, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 2. The coefficients, c1gec9g, are nine un-
known values in the homogenized node flux.

Fig. 2 shows six homogenized node fluxes in one hexagonal
node, and the six triangular nodes. Because VVER is a light water
reactor, the two-group diffusion equation is set as its governing
equation for analysis (in contrast, a fast reactor uses 33 groups
[34]). The relationships among these six triangular nodes, define
the unknown values in Equation (1). Follows nine equations are
used to define the nine unknown coefficients: equations of x and y
momentums, volume average flux, three of surface average flux
equations (x, u, and p direction), and three of corner flux equations
(X, U, and P shown in Fig. 2). Equation (2) contains the summary of
these nine equations.

where h is the triangle width; fgx, fgu, and fgp are corner fluxes;
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Table 1
Comparison of nodal diffusion codes.

Parameter Conventional nodal diffusion codes RAST-V

Diffusion
equation
solver

NEM [30]/SANM [31]/AFEN [32]/TPEN [27] TPEN þ NEM
- Pros and cons depend on reactor type -Pros: easily splits diffusion equation into group-scale; easily generates pin power reconstruction

solution
Depletion

solver
Micro-depletion and macro-depletion strategies
based on linear interpolation scheme

CRAM-based micro-depletion

- Pros: fast (saves simulation time) - Pros: provide isotope inventory information; converges well in long-scale burnup step [2]
- Cons: limited in providing detail isotope
composition for back-end cycle analysis

- Cons: requires long simulation time compared with linear interpolation scheme

Control rod
model

Offers various materials for control rod modeling
- Pros: considers different control rodmaterials for tip and body of control rod (e.g., VVER-1000 uses
B4C for control rod body and Dy2O3eTiO2 for tip material)

Additional
application

SNF analysis module
- Pros: decreases calculation time to reduce SNF analysis step caused by additional code system

Fig. 2. FA and flux direction information.
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fgx, fgu, and fgp are surface fluxes; fgx and fgy are the x-mo-
mentum and y-momentum, respectively; fg is the average node
flux; g is the group number (e.g., 1 or 2).

To get the flux solution, follows equations are solved using
equation (1) and matrix equation (2): nodal diffusion balance
equation, x-weighted residual equation, y-weighted residual
equation, surface average net current, net leakage balance equation
at central position of hexagonal geometry [33]. Thematrix equation
(3) contains a summary of balance equations for the flux solution.
Detailed information on matrices is in Ref. [33]. Gaussian elimina-
tion is applied to solve the following matrix equation:

2
6666664

A1 0 0 A2 A3 A4
0 X1 0 X2 X3 X4
0 0 Y1 Y2 0 0
S1 S2 S3 S4 0 0
Q1 Q2 0 0 0 0
0 P1 0 0 P2 P3

3
7777775

2
6666664

f

fx

fy
fs
Js
fc

3
7777775
¼

2
6666664

q
qx
qy
qs
qj
qc

3
7777775
; (3)

where the coefficient matrices of A1e3, X1e3, Y1e2, S1e4, and Q1e2 are
12 � 12 matrices: 12 is the number of triangular nodes (6) multi-
plied by the number of energy group (2); A4 and X4 are 12 � 2
matrices; P1 and P2 are 2� 12matrices; and P3 is a 2� 2matrix. The
notations f, J, and q represent the flux, current, and source,

respectively. Matrices f, fs, Js, fx, and fy are the node average flux,
surface flux, surface current, x-momentum, and y-momentum,
respectively: each matrix is 12 � 1. The central point flux is fc with
a matrix size of 2 � 1; 2 is the number of energy group.

Sources used in TPEN, are defined from axial NEM solutions. The
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detail derivation is presented in the appendix. Table 2 shows the
calculation flow of non-linear TPEN solver coupled with linear
system. Before update incoming current, boundary conditions are
defined based on flux generated by linear system. Radial source,
incoming current, and corner fluxes are used for input to solve the
radial TPEN. In addition, two node CMFD method is used for
accelerations.

Further, flux solution is used in pin power reconstruction.
Because the flux form is a polynomial, as shown in Equation (1), the
pin flux is facilely calculated using the positions of x and y; p and u

are converted using p ¼ �1=2*x�
ffiffiffi
3

p
=2*y and u ¼ �

1=2*xþ
ffiffiffi
3

p
=2*y, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. The TPENmethod

facilitates group number addition and pin power reconstruction.
Because the hexagonal node has six different homogenized fluxes
as a triangular node scale, the nine coefficients of each homoge-
nized flux have different values in each triangle node. Six different
fluxes were used for pin-power reconstruction with different x and
y positions at each pin location. The notation npin is the pin number
located on one side of the hexagon; Fig. 2 (a) shows the sample
hexagon with npin ¼ 11. The FA model is obtained from the VVER-
1000model [6]. Pin power reconstruction is implemented based on
Equation (4), as follows:

Ppinðx; yÞ¼ Phomoðx; yÞ * PFFðx; yÞ¼
�
kSf1f1ðx; yÞþ kSf2f2ðx; yÞ

�
*PFFðx; yÞ; (4)

where Ppin is pin power; Phomo is the calculated pin power through
the homogenized node flux (i.e., the power calculated by TPEN flux
in Equation (1) using the pin location (x and y positions)); PFF is the



Table 2
Calculation flow of Non-linear TPEN solver.

Order Content Input Output Method

1 Update Incoming current Outgoing current Incoming current
2 Update corner flux Average flux, surface flux Corner flux Corner flux current balance

method [33]
3 Update axial calculation

conditions
Incoming current, average flux Outgoing current, average flux, axial source 1D NEM

4 Update radial source Axial source Radial source
5 Update radial calculation

conditions
Incoming current, corner flux,
radial source

Average flux, x-direction momentum, y-direction momentum,
surface current (u and p direction), outgoing current (x direction),
center point flux

TPEN [33]

6 Update D_hat and beta for
CMFD

Surface current, surface flux D_hat and beta

Fig. 3. Flowchart of STREAM/RAST-V two-step method.
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form function generated by lattice code STREAM; kSf1 and kSf2
represent kappa (energy released per fission) multiplied by fission
cross section of groups 1 and 2, respectively. Pin power recon-
struction is used to detect the maximum pin power for safety
analysis, and to calculate the pin-scale isotope inventory for back-
end cycle analysis. Section 4.2 presents the pin power reconstruc-
tion module for a small core composed of 37 FAs.

2.2. Cross-section feedback and TH feedback model

This section describes the feedback model used in RAST-K
calculation. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 present the calculation
feature of cross-section feedback, and Section 2.2.3 describes the T/
H feedbackmodule used in 3D calculation. The linkage code, STORA
(STREAM TO RAST-K) [2], is used to reformat the group constants
(i.e., cross-section data, assembly discontinuity factor (ADF), and
corner discontinuity factor (CDF)) for the two-step calculation
method.

2.2.1. Macroscopic cross-section feedback
Macroscopic cross-section feedback is performed based on

linear interpolations under five calculation conditions: boron
concentration, fuel temperature, moderator temperature, moder-
ator density, and control rod. Table 3 lists the necessary and
optional parameters used for core simulation. For the control rod
(CR), two types can be considered, that is, two different materials
can be maximized for the CR tip and body regions.

In a previous study, to assess the calculation capability of the
macroscopic cross section feedback implemented in RAST-V, veri-
fication was performed with Kalinin-3 benchmark [5,35]. The
NEMTAB format cross-sectionwas used in this comparison, and the
ATHLET/KIKO3D [36] code was employed for code-to-code com-
parison. The results of RAST-V are accurate and comparable to those
of ATHLET/KIKO3D, achieving a difference of ±71 pcm [5].

2.2.2. Microscopic cross-section feedback
Microscopic cross-section feedback is performed based on non-

linear interpolation. The flowchart of nodal diffusion calculation
considering a microscopic cross-section is presented in Fig. 3. A
Table 3
Macroscopic cross-section feedback parameters.

Case Necessary parameter

Base Str; g , Sa; g , Sn2n; g , Ss;g , Sf ;g ,
kSf ;g , nSf ;g , cg

Perturbation (Parameters: moderator temperature, fuel
temperature, boron concentration)

3498
microscopic cross-section is also used for the two-step calculation
method. Few-group constants are generated by STREAM. The lattice
code STREAM uses the pin-based slowing down method (PSM) for
resonance treatment [37]. Predictor-corrector algorithm is used for
depletion calculation similar with Serpent 2 [38]. CRAM is adopted
to solve the depletion chain with 1640 isotopes. The number den-
sities andmicroscopic cross sections of 36 isotopes (22 actinides, 12
fission products, and 2 burnable positions [39]) are provided by
STREAM for RAST-V micro depletion solver. Depletion calculation
capability is presented in section 4.1 by comparing against the
Serpent 2 solutions. OpenMP is adopted for acceleration by parallel
computations. For the reflector region, 1D and 2D radial reflector
Optional parameter

ADF, CDF

dStr; g;p , dSa; g; p , dSn2n; g;p , dSs;g;p , dSf ;g;p , dkSf ;g;p , dnSf ;g;p , dcg;p , dADFCR, dCDFCR
(g ¼ group, p ¼ parameter, CR ¼ control rod)
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model is provided and detail information is presented in section 3.
Data for 3D simulation are reformatted by STORA. A total of 28

branch calculation conditions are used for generating basis cross-
section data for the cross section feedback, as listed in Table 5 [2].
The notations BOR, TFU, TMO, and DMO are reference condition,
boron concentration, fuel temperature, moderator temperature,
and moderator density, respectively. These branch conditions are
defined as combinations of calculation cases. The microscopic
cross-section feedback is used to solve the benchmark problems.
Table 4 summarizes the list of few-group constants formatted by
STORA and employed for microscopic cross-section feedback in the
RAST-V calculation. The list includes the ADF, CDF, macroscopic
cross-section, microscopic cross-section, delayed neutron, kinetics
parameter, decay constants, fission yields, and form functions. The
fission yield values are obtained from JANIS-4.0 [41]: ENDF/B-VII.0
[26] and ENDF/B-VII.1 [42] data are provided. In addition, general
information is listed in this table for cross-section feedback. For
instance, state points are used for nonlinear interpolation.

2.2.3. T/H feedback model
The T/H 1D feedback model was used in the 3D core simulation.

During the T/H feedback, the gap conductance, inlet temperature,
flow rate, and power condition are used for the calculation. The T/H
1D solver has been verified with various benchmark problems as
shown in Ref. [2] and modified for the hexagonal-structured FA
calculation. The moderator area and amount are corrected to
consider the hexagonal geometry. To assess the calculation capa-
bility of the T/H solver adapted in RAST-V, its results are compared
with those of Rostov-II measurement. Fig. 4 presents the compar-
ison results of the outlet temperature calculated by the T/H 1D
solver based on the inlet temperature and flow rate. The inlet
temperature and flow rate as a function of time are obtained from
the specifications of Rostov-II benchmark [6]. To obtain the Rostov-
II benchmark specification, the calculated Doppler temperature is
set as 0.3Tfc (central fuel temperature) þ 0.7Tfs (surface fuel tem-
perature) [6]. With a deviation of ±2 K, the results of RAST-V are
accurate and comparable to those of Rostov-II.

2.3. Depletion scheme

2.3.1. Micro-depletion scheme
Themicro-depletion chain is shown in Fig. 5. Through this chain,

fission products and heavy nuclides are calculated. To assess the
calculation capability of themicro-depletion scheme, the variations
in the reactivity of calculated isotopes are compared with those of
lattice code STREAM. Verification of micro depletion module
implemented in RAST-V, is performed in section 4.1 with STREAM.

Based on the restart files, a multicycle operation is imple-
mented. At each calculation point, the files contain the operating
conditions (burnup, day, number density, and boron concentra-
tions) as node-scale (calculation unit of nodal simulation) results.
More specifically, 22 actinides, 12 fission products, and 2 burnable
poisons (152Gd and 160Gd) are calculated using a micro-depletion
chain.

2.4. SNF analysis module

This section discusses the calculation module for SNF that has
been developed for analyzing pressurized water reactors (PWRs).
Various V&V studies involving 116 measurements have been per-
formed using this module [39,43] for the isotope inventory of
samples discharged from Takahama-3, TMI-1, Calvert Cliffs-1,
Turkey Point-3, and Obrigheim [43]. It has also been used for the
V&V of decay heat of samples discharged from Ringhals-2, Ring-
hals-3, Turkey Point-3, Point Beach-2, and San Onofre-1 [39].
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Previous studies have shown that the calculation results have
comparable accuracies. The decay heat variation is within ±4.3% in
the FA-wise and pin-wise calculations with different number
density file formats. Previous V&V studies have focused on the use
of square-type FAs. To expand the application area, the module has
been modified for VVER analysis. Verification is performed with
Novovoronezh-4 benchmark, and results are presented in Section
6. The SNF analysis module is implemented based on Lagrange
interpolation with history indices. Compared with the one-step
method, this approach is more advantageous in terms of simula-
tion time, as shown in a previous study [39]. The main calculation
conditions are used to generate the history indices of boron con-
centration, fuel temperature, and moderator temperature. Fig. 6
summarizes the SNF analysis modules, specifically those that
have been adapted in STREAM and RAST-V. A flowchart of SNF
analysis is presented in Fig. 6. STREAM generates the number
density files, and RAST-K uses this file for Lagrange interpolation
with history indices to calculate the isotope number density by 3D
core simulation conditions. In detail, history branch calculation is
used to generate the number density files in STREAM. History
branch calculation and branch calculation are similar. However, the
former modifies the operating conditions (boron condition, fuel
temperature, and moderator temperature) before depletion calcu-
lation and then do the depletion calculation under modified con-
ditions, the latter do the calculation with changed condition at
specific burnup step. Table 6 lists the history branch calculation
conditions [39]: ten conditions are used for calculation.
3. Verification of reflector model for two-step calculation

This section presents the verification of the calculation model,
particularly the reflector models, for two-step calculations. As
shown in a previous study [44], the reflector model has a consid-
erable effect on the edge FA power and changes the ineout tilt in
the core calculation. In addition, because different reflector models
have different ADFs and CDFs, they affect the reconstructed pin
power. For 3D nodal simulations, 1D and 2D radial reflector models
are suggested. Fig. 7 describes the nominal, 1D, and 2D radial
reflector models. Subplots (b) and (d) present the 2D and 1D radial
reflector models, respectively. Smeared material is used for 1D
radial reflector model. As shown in the figure, five different radial
reflectors are used in five different regions. A supercell model is
used to generate the cross-section of a 2D reflector model, and the
vacuum boundary technique is employed for calculation according
to a previous study [45]. To assess the calculation capability of a
radial reflector in core simulation, verification is performed using
the Rostov-II 2D core model; its benchmark is derived from Ref. [6].
Fig. 8 presents the difference in radial power among the various
reflector models; Serpent 2 is used to generate the reference. The
deviations of 1D and 2D reflectors are within ±3.19% and ±2.76%, as
shown in subplots (a) and (b), respectively. Both radial reflector
models have reasonable accuracy compared with the results of
Serpent 2.

To assess the calculation capability of the reflector model in 3D
core simulation, the X2 reactor model is used for comparison. The
X2 reactor is built with 1D reflector models radially and axially. The
calculation is performed at the beginning of cycle (BOC) under hot
zero power (HZP) condition. Fig. 9 shows that the verification of
radial and axial and results; their relative variations are ±3.93% and
±5%, respectively. Similarly, Serpent 2 is used to calculate the
refence results, as presented in Ref. [7]. Because the 1D radial
reflector yields reasonable results, the following section presents
the use of the 1D reflector model in the X2 calculation. The X2
reactor specifications are presented in Section 4.3.



Table 4
Parameters reformatted by STORA.

Index Parameters

1 Macroscopic cross-section (2 groups) Str; g , Sa; g , Sn2n; g , Ss;g , Sf ;g , kSf ;g , nSf ;g (g ¼ 1, 2)
2 Microscopic cross-section (2 groups) str; g , sa; g , sn2n; g , ss;g , sf ;g , ksf ;g , nsf ;g (g ¼ 1, 2)
3 General information of STREAM

calculation
- State points: boron concentration, moderator temperature, fuel temperature
- Steam table option
- Pressure
- Calculated burnup point
- Pin map
- Heavy metal mass
- Initial isotope inventory of 36 isotopes

4 Form function for pin power reconstruction (1 group)
5 ADF and CDF

ADFi;g ¼ Fs
i;g

fh;g
, CDFi;g ¼ Fc

i;g

fh;g

i ¼ surface index (1e6); g represents group number; fh;g , F
s
i;g , and Fc

i;g represent node average flux, surface flux, and corner
flux, respectively

6 Reflector cross-section correction
factor [40]

- Factor is defined as
ADFREF
ADFFA

, where ADFREF and ADFFA are assembly discontinuity factors of reflector and FA, respectively.

- Optional
7 Kinetic data and delayed neutron data Delayed neutron decay constant (6 groups), effective delayed neutron faction (6 groups), neutron velocity (2 groups)
8 Xe and Sm chain data Fission yield [41] for micro depletion scheme

Table 5
Branch case for cross-section feedback.

Case Condition Value Unit

0 Reference TMOREF
a TFUREF

b BORREF
c

CR out Detector out
1 BOR 0.1 BORREF*2 2400 ppm
2 TMO TMOREF � 25 TMOREF þ 25 K
3 BOR 0.1 BORREF*2 2400 ppm

TMO TMOREF �25 TMOREF þ 25 K
4 TMO TMOREF � 25 K

TFU TMOREF � 25 1500 K
5 TMO TMOREF � 25 TMOREF þ 25 K

CR Inserted
6 TMO TMOREF � 25 TMOREF þ 25 K

Detector Inserted

a,b, and c represent reference moderator temperature, fuel temperature, and boron
concentration, respectively.
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4. Verification and validation of steady state hexagonal nodal
solver

This section presents the V&V of steady-state calculations in FA-
scale and core-scale problems, where the X2 reactor multicycle
model and small core model are used. Steady-state verification
involves the calculation of isotope reactivity, depletion, rod worth
(containing the SCRAM worth), and integrated temperature coef-
ficient. Section 4.1 presents the FA-wise verification calculations of
the depletion solver for comparisonwith the isotope reactivity, and
Fig. 4. Outlet temperature calculated by RAST-K VVER.
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Section 4.2 covers the pin power reconstructionwith the small core
model (with 37 FAs). Section 4.3 describes the multicycle depletion
calculation results from cycles 1e4 of X2, and Sections 4.4, 4.5, and
4.6 elaborate on the V&V of CR worth, SCRAM worth, and inte-
grated temperature coefficient, respectively. In addition, the cal-
culations described in this section are performed based on ENDF/B-
VII.0 [26].
4.1. Verification of depletion scheme implemented in RAST-V

The micro-depletion chain is shown in Fig. 5. Fission products
and heavy nuclides are calculated through this chain. To assess the
calculation capability of this scheme, variations in the reactivity of
calculated isotopes are compared with STREAM. Fig.10 presents the
depletion results compared with those of Serpent 2, and Fig. 11
shows the detailed reactivity differences among isotopes. The cal-
culations for Serpent 2 are performed with a neutron history of 48
million (i.e., 100 active cycles and 20 inactive cycles each using
400 000 neutrons). The isotope reactivity and reactivity difference
are calculated as follows Equation (5) and Equation (6):

Dr¼ Sa

.
nSf ; (5)

Drdiff ¼DrST � DrST=RV ¼
�
Sa

.
nSf

�
ST

�
�
Sa

.
nSf

�
ST=RV

;

(6)

where Dr is isotope-wise reactivity, and DrST and DrST=RV are
isotope-wise reactivity calculated by STREAM and STREAM/RAST-V,
respectively. The notation of Sa and nSf are absorption and nu-
fission cross section.

The calculated FA model, U22, is referred to Rostov-II as
benchmark [6]; it is composed of 2.2 wt% UO2 fuel. Plutonium and
xenon isotopes considerably differ compared with other isotopes;
as shown in Fig. 11, all isotopes vary within ±30 pcm. The accuracy
of the implemented FA model is comparable to that of lattice code
STREAM.
4.2. Verification of pin power reconstruction with small core model

This section presents the verification results of pin power
reconstruction with a small-core model, as shown in Fig. 12. The



Fig. 5. Depletion chain in RAST-V.

Fig. 6. Flowchart of SNF analysis module.

Table 6
History branch calculation conditions.

Condition Value Unit

Reference TMOREF TFUREF BORREF (1a)
TMO TMOREF � 40 (2) TMOREF � 20 (3) TMOREF þ 20 (4) TMOREF þ 40 (5) K
TFU TMOREF (6) 1500 (7) K
BOR 0.1 (8) 2*BORREF (9) 2400 (10) ppm

a Is order of history branch conditions; 10 conditions are used for calculation.
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radial layout of the model is presented in subplot (a), and the
reference result is produced by lattice code STREAM. The small core
model is composed of U13 and U22 FA models, which are reported
in Ref. [6]. To maintain the calculation consistency, 238U resonance
up-scattering correction does not consider in STREAM and
STREAM/RAST-V calculations. Thermal expansion was not
3501
considered in this calculation.
Overall, 11 544 reconstructed pin power values are compared

(312 pins in FA and 37 FAs in the core model). Subplot (b) presents
pin power distribution calculated by STREAM, and subplot (c)
shows the relative difference of STREAM/RAST-V two-step method.
Reference value is STREAM and pin power differences are within



Fig. 7. Reflector model of Rostov-II.

Fig. 8. Radial power difference among various radial reflector models.

Fig. 9. Radial and axial power profiles.
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±3.230%, with the maximum and minimum deviations reaching
2.687% and �3.151%, respectively; the root mean square (RMS)
value is 1.061%. The maximum and minimum values are observed
near the edge of outer layer FAs. The results are accurate and
comparable to those of a previous pin power reconstruction study
[46].
4.3. Multicycle depletion

This section presents the multicycle calculation results for
assessing the calculation capability of RAST-V. Table 7 summarizes
the X2 reactor specifications [7], and Table 8 lists the calculation
conditions based on Refs. [8,9]. Detailed T/H conditions, CR posi-
tions, and power conditions as functions of time are found in
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Ref. [8]. In the generation of cross-section data, the pin-based
slowing down method [47] is employed for resonance treatment.
The up-scattering of 238U is considered in the calculation but
thermal expansion is ignored; moreover, inflow transport approx-
imation [47] is applied. As presented in Ref. [7], the top plenum and
bottom plenum regions are found in the axial reflectors. The ENDF/
B-VII.0 library is employed for calculations [26]. The X2 reactor
specifications are summarized in Table 7, and Fig. 13 presents the
core loading patterns of X2 multicycles from cycle 1 to cycle 4; the
shuffling patterns are shown in Fig. 14. Cycles 1e4 are composed of
fresh and burned FAs. The red and blue assemblies are burned FAs;
FAs located in the red and blue color positions are from the (N�1)th

cycle and (N�2)th cycle, respectively. The index, N, is the number of
current cycles. Cycles 2 and 3 utilize the restart file from the



Fig. 10. Depletion of U22 as burnup function.

Fig. 11. Comparison of isotope composition in U22 FA.

Fig. 12. Pin power difference in small sample core.
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previous cycle, and cycle 4 uses multi-restart files from cycles 2 and
3. Therefore, the calculation capability of multicycle depletion, FA
shuffling, and FA rotation can be verified through multicycle
operation. Table 9 lists the details FAs loaded in the X2 reactor. A
3503
total of 163 FAs is loaded into the core. The axial and radial reflector
models presented in Section 3 are used for calculation. As shown in
the previous section, the power variations of these reflector models



Table 7
X2 reactor specifications.

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit

Active height 353 cm Number of pins 312
Number of FAs 163 Number of guide tubes 18
FA pitch 23.6 cm Number of instrument tubes 1
Pin pitch 1.275 cm FA type TVSA
UO2 density 10.2605 g/cm3 Spacer grid mass 0.55 kg
Gadolinia density 10.2779 g/cm3

Table 8
3D simulation calculation conditions.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Method of Characteristics ray 0.05 cm Axial calculation nodes 24 (4 axial reflectors and 20 fuel regions)
Azimuthal angle 96 Reflector height 30 cm (each at bottom and top)
Angle 6 Each calculation node height 17.75 cm
Depletion range (MW�d/kg) 0e50 FA pitch 23.6 cm (face-to-face width)

Fig. 13. Core loading pattern of X2 multicycle.

Fig. 14. Shuffling pattern of X2 multicycle.
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compared with those of Serpent 2 are within ±5%.
Fig. 15 presents the CBC curves for cycles 1e4. In the computa-

tion, 1276 calculation time steps are used, specifically 323, 321, 334,
and 298 for calculation in cycles 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Most of
calculation results has within ±50 ppm difference boundary
compared with measurement. To consult the previous studies, the
STREAM/RAST-V has the similar CBC trend compared with other
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two-step code system calculations (e.g., BIPR-8 [50] and CASMO-5/
SIMULATE [49]). As shown in Fig.15, the variations in cycle 4 exceed
those in cycles 1 and 2. Although RAST-V has larger differences in
cycle 4, the calculation results are accurate, reaching 0.27 g/kg RMS
difference (¼47 ppm; 174.88 ppm is 1 g/kg [7]); the results of other
nodal diffusion codes exceed 0.63 g/kg. In addition, Table 10 sum-
marizes the multicycle calculation results compared with those of



Table 9
FA specifications in X2 reactor.

FA type Number of fuel pins/enrichment Number of gadolinia pins (wt% Gd2O3/235U) Number of FA in core

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4

13AU 312/1.3 e 48 e e e

22AU 312/2.2 e 42 42 4
30AV5 303/3.0 9 (5.0/2.4) 37 37 35 2
39AWU 243/4.0, 60/3.6 9 (5.0/3.3) 24 24 24 17
390GO 240/4.0, 66/3.6 6 (5.0/3.3) 12 30 28 30
398GO 306/4.4 6 (5.0/3.3) e e 6 12
430GO 240/4.4, 66/4.0 6 (5.0/3.6) e 30 30 30
439 GT 306/4.4 6 (5.0/3.6) e e 36 72
Total number of FAs 163 163 163 163

Fig. 15. CBC during four-cycle operations.
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other nodal diffusion codes (BIPR7A [9], DYN3D, and TRAPEZ [9]);
RAST-V has comparable accuracy.

Fig. 16 shows axial power profiles of cycle 2 at BOC (29 effective
days (EFDs)), MOC (105 EFDs), and EOC (218 EFDs). STREAM/RAST-V
results are drawn with measurement, and CASMO-4/DYN3D, and
BIPR7 [9]. Table 11 summarizes the RMS difference in the axial
power profile comparison. The variations of RAST-V calculations
compared with measurements are within ±4.88%. Because the
number of calculation nodes differ between the two, linear inter-
polation is applied to compare results. Accordingly, only seven
calculation points are used for comparison in each cycle. Compared
with other code calculations (BIPR7A with ±3.76% deviation;
CASMO-4/DYN3D with ±1.83% deviation), RAST-V computations
areworse in BOC. Nevertheless, it has more accurate results in MOC
and EOC compared with those of BIPR7A.
Table 10
RMS difference of CBC (g/kg) with various code systems.

Cycle STREAM/RAST-V BIPR7A Nessel/DYN3D

1 0.13 (¼ 23 ppm) 0.29 0.35
2 0.06 (¼ 11 ppm) 0.47 0.42
3 0.11 (¼ 20 ppm) 0.48 e

4 0.27 (¼ 47 ppm) 0.63 e
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4.4. CR worth

Safety analysis, transient calculations, and core condition com-
putations are critical. Moreover, because CR bank (CRB) 10 is used
to adjust the reactor reactivity during depletion, assessing the CR
calculation capability is also crucial. Fig. 17 presents the CR posi-
tions and axial compositions. Ten CRBs are located in the core;
Dy2O3eTiO2 and B4C are composed of CRs.

The BOC HZP condition is used for calculations in the first to
fourth cycles of X2 reactor, and the BOC HZP conditions of cycles
1e4 are used for comparison.

Fig. 18 shows the rod worth at cycle 1 under the BOC HZP
condition with Serpent 2 calculations; Serpent 2 results and mea-
surements are found in Ref. [7]. In Fig. 18, Dr is the differential rod
worth due to the change of CR positions; the summation ofDr is the
CASMO-4/DYN3D Helios/DYN3 TRAPEZ

0.54 0.24 0.29
0.40 0.33 0.32
0.39 0.35 0.24
0.88 0.86 0.79



Fig. 16. Axial power profile at cycle 2.

Table 11
RMS difference of axial power profile at cycle 2.

BOC (29 EFDs) MOC (105 EFDs) EOC (218 EFDs)

STREAM/RAST-K 4.88a 3.16 2.69
BIPR7A 3.65 3.76 3.36
CASMO-4/DYN3D 1.83 1.28 1.09

a Is difference compared with measurements from Ref. [7].
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integrated rod worth. Fig. 19 presents the validation results
compared with measurements. The accuracy of all calculation re-
sults is comparable to that of measurements. Calculations are per-
formed under the BOC HZP condition of each cycle. Table 12
summarizes the CR worth information of each calculation. The
variations are within ±79 pcm, and all results are within the 100-
pcm criterion set by the Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety [2,48].
Fig. 17. CR positions.
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4.5. SCRAM worth

The SCRAM worth is calculated and compared with Serpent 2
[7], and is important for safety analysis; for instance, SCRAM occurs
in a rod ejection accident. Calculation is performed under two
different conditions: (1) SCRAM worth considered as a “stuck” rod,
and (2) full SCRAMworth. The first calculation is performed to drop
all CRs into the lowest positions of the core without a stuck rod.
Accordingly, CR #17was selected as the stuck rod; the CR position is
shown in Fig. 17 [7]. In the full SCRAM rodworth calculation, all CRs
are dropped to the bottom of the active height (i.e., the stuck rod
also drops in this case). In the SCRAM worth calculation, the initial
CR positions are located at the top of the active height, and
moderator temperature as well as boron concentration conditions
are fixed. Table 13 summarizes the critical boron concentration
used in the SCRAMworth calculation; the difference is 5 ppm. Table
14 presents the calculated SCRAM worth; the variations are within
±2s of the error boundary (i.e., ±53 pcm difference with respect to
Serpent 2, and ±596 pcm difference compared with
measurements).
4.6. Integrated temperature coefficient

To adjust the calculation capability under HZP conditions, the
integrated temperature coefficient (ITC) is calculated and compared
with measurements obtained from Ref. [49]. Table 15 contains the
calculation results and criterion. Calculation of cycle 1 is performed
with 280.4 �C and 276.0 �C. Cycle 2 to cycle 4 calculations is per-
formed with 277 �Ce281 �C temperature conditions. Those tem-
perature conditions are consulted from the cycle 2 operation
conditions described in Ref. [50]. The criterion is set as 9 pcm, based
on Refs. [2,48,49]. All calculation cases are within the criterion
boundary (criterion is set as 9 pcm/�C based on Ref. [48]).
5. Verification of transient hexagonal nodal solver

This section presents the transient calculation results using AER-
DYN-001 and AER-DYN-002 benchmark problems with different



Fig. 18. Rod worth (differential and integrated rod worth) at cycle 1 under BOC HZP.

Fig. 19. CR worth at BOC HZP condition (Integrated CR worth).

Table 12
CR worth at BOC HZP.

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4 Criteria

H10a (%) Diffb. (pcm) H10 (%) Diff. (pcm) H10 (%) Diff. (pcm) H10 (%) Diff. (pcm) 100c pcm/�C
7 1 35 35 23 10 27 �18
13 0 43 58 28 27 31 �2
20 �2 50 53 31 38 37 15
26 �1 54 48 36 56 43 26
31 �3 59 36 43 61 48 33
37 �2 64 16 48 61 53 36
43 �2 69 �3 52 55 57 33
49 �1 73 �23 59 50 63 28
56 2 77 �47 64 39 67 23
62 8 80 �64 69 25 70 13
68 7 84 �81 74 7 75 5
72 8 88 �78 79 �15 79 5

82 �25
86 �42

a Is axial location of CRB 10 where percent height is calculated by centimeter height using Equation (1).
b Is calculated�measured values with measured value obtained from Ref. [9].
c Is from Ref. [48].
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Table 13
CBC used in SCRAM worth comparison.

Parameter Measureda [A] STREAM/RAST-K [B] Serpent 2b [C] Difference ([B] e [A]) (ppm) Difference ([C] e [A]) (ppm)

CBC (ppm) 1207 1212 1208 5 1

a and b are referred to [7].

Table 14
SCRAM worth.

Reactor state Drmeasured (pcm) [A] DrSTREAM=RAST�K (pcm) [B] DrSerpent2 (pcm) [C] Difference ([B] e [A]) (pcm) Difference ([B] e [C]) (pcm)

SCRAM with #17 at 100% 5230 ± 310 5803 5750 ± 2 573 ± 310 53 ± 2
Full SCRAM 7000 ± 430 7596 7570 ± 1 596 ± 310 26 ± 1

Table 15
Integrated temperature coefficient results.

Cycle # H7a (%) H8b (%) H9c (%) H10d (%) CBC [ppm] ITC (pcm/�C) Criteria

Ce Diff.f Mg C Diff.

1 0 0 0 76 1185 5 �6.7 �6.59 0.09 9 pcm/�C
80 31 100 100 1044 30 �18.6 �13.89 4.71

2 0 0 0 30 -h �10.5 �6.00 4.50
0 0 0 83 �4.3 �2.80 1.50

3 0 0 0 30 �11.6 �9.25 2.35
0 0 0 80 �9.3 �6.40 2.90

4 0 0 0 33 �15.4 �12.51 2.89
0 0 0 78 �12.0 �9.60 2.40

a, b, c, and d are positions of control rod bank 7, 8, 9, and 10. Details are consulted from Ref. [50]. The notation of 0 is the fully out and 100 is fully inserted.
e Is the calculated value by STREAM/RAST-K.
f Is the difference between calculated value and measurement.
g Is the measurement. References are consulted from Refs. [2,48,50].
h Is that the reference does not provide by specification.
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rod ejection accident scenarios: low power change transient, and
extreme rod ejection transient. VVER-440 model is used for tran-
sient calculation. Boron steel is used for absorber part of control
assemblies in VVER-440 [51], and control rod model is composed
by bar to drive region and absorber part [52]. Control rod is fully
designed with one material in this calculation.
5.1. AER-DYN-001

Fig. 20 presents the radial layout of the VVER reactor used for
the analysis of AER-DYN-001 and AER-DYN-002; the axial compo-
sitions of CRs are also presented in this figure. The active height is
250 cm, and CR1 and CR2 are inserted into the core in the initial
state; CR1 and CR2 are CRBs 1 and 2, and SR1 and SR2 are shutdown
rod banks 1 and 2, respectively. Rods CR1 and CR2 are located 50 cm
from the bottom of the active height. In the calculation, lower part
of 50 cm uses the FA cross sections instead of CR cross sections. Rod
ejections are performed from 0.00 to 0.08 s. The yellow CR position
(CR2) is used for the CR ejection scenario. The calculated time
period is set as 0e2 s, and the time step size is set as 0.01 s. At 0.08 s,
SCRAM is performed with 23 and 25 CRBs. The detailed calculation
scenario is presented in Fig. 21 (b). The axial reflector thickness is
25 cm, and the core consists of four different materials. The
macroscopic cross-section used for calculation is presented in
Ref. [10]. Twelve calculation nodes are used axially: the active
height region has 10 calculation nodes, and the bottom and top
reflector regions each has one node. Table 16 lists the main calcu-
lation conditions used for AER-DYN-001 and AER-DYN-002
benchmarks [10,11]. A total of 349 FAs is loaded into the core, and
three types of FAs are used. To maintain the consistency of calcu-
lation conditions, the T/H feedback is ignored in this computation.
Fig. 21 presents the calculation results compared with other nodal
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diffusion codes [10,25]. The trend of RAST-V is similar to the BKM
and TRIKIN code systems.
5.2. AER-DYN-002

This section presents the calculation results of AER-DYN-002
benchmark, which is under extremely changed power conditions
during a rod ejection accident. Table 17 contains the summary of
the AER-DYN-002 benchmark calculation conditions. To maintain
the calculation conditions described in Ref. [11], Doppler feedback
is considered. As reported in a previous study, because the coolant
temperature does not undergo T/H feedback, the gap conductance
is set as 0.1 J/m2��C (approximately 0) [54]. Hence, only the Doppler
temperature feedback is considered in this calculation. Equation
(10) is used for the macroscopic cross-section feedback [11]:

Sn
f ;2ðtÞ¼S

n;0
f ;2

h
1þg

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tnf ðtÞ

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tf ;0

q �i
; (10)

where Sn
f ;2ðtÞ is the macroscopic fission cross-section in the nth

node; n is the node index, and 2 is the energy group number (1 and

2 are the fast group and thermal group, respectively); Sn;0
f ;2 is the

initial macroscopic fission cross-section; Tf ;0 is the initial fuel
temperature (260 �C); Tnf ðtÞ is the fuel temperature in the nth node;

and g is �7.228 � 10�4 (�C)�1/2. At 0 s, the core is under the HZP
condition; thus, the initial fuel temperature and moderator tem-
perature are both 260 �C. The power is 1.375 kW (10�5% of nominal
power). Rod ejection is performed from 0 to 0.16 s, and a yellow CR
is ejected at this period; the yellow CR positions are presented in
Fig. 20. The control rod velocity is set as 12.5 m/s.

Fig. 22 presents the AER-DYN-002 calculation results, and BIPR8
and DYN3D are used for code-to-code comparison. Various code



Fig. 20. Radial layout of AER-DYN-001 and AER-DYN-002 cases.

Fig. 21. Rod ejection results.

Table 16
Calculation condition of AER-DYN-001.

Parameter Contents Unit Reference

Reactor type VVER-440 [10,11]
Nominal power 1375a MWth [53]
Fuel pitch 14.7 cm [10,11]
Active height 250 cm
Axial node 24 (2 reflector regions and 22 fuel regions)
Number of FAs 349
CR height 250 cm Assumptionb

a Is nominal power referred to KOLA reactor.
b Is set as active height.
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results are obtained from Refs. [10,54]. The initial CR position is
50 cm from the bottom region of the active core height. The control
rod position is the same as that shown in Fig. 20, and RAST-V results
have comparable accuracies, as shown in the Fig. 22. The power and
integrated power conditions are compared as functions of the
simulation time. As shown on the left-hand graph, the power
conditions caused by rod ejection and calculated by RAST-V exhibit
3509
a trend similar to those of HEXTRAN and BIPR8. In addition, in
comparing the integrated power condition, the accuracy of RAST-V
is observed to be comparable to that of BIPR8.

6. Verification of SNF module

A spent-fuel analysis module has been developed for the back-



Table 17
Calculation condition of AER-DYN-002 case.

Parameter Contents Unit Reference

Velocity 12.5 m/s [11]
Period of rod ejection 0e0.16 s
Initial power condition at HZP 1.375a (10�5% of nominal power) kW
Initial position of CR 50 cm
Ejected rod position 26b

# of pins per FA 126

a Nominal power is referred to Ref. [11].
b CR position is presented in Fig. 20.

Fig. 22. AER-DYN-002 results with various code systems.
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end cycle analysis. This section presents the V&V results of the SNF
analysis module, which is implemented based on the equations
presented in Section 2.4. The SNF module was developed based on
Lagrange interpolation and CRAM of 36 isotopes, and V&V was
performed with a pin sample (ID ¼ 21) discharged from
Novovoronezh-4 [12]. The samples were measured by the Law-
rence Livermore National Laboratory. Novovoronezh is a VVER-440
reactor, and the ENDF/B-VII.0 neutronics library is used for the
calculation. The discharged burnup of the sample was 41.50 MWd/
kg and underwent 15e18 cycles before discharging; the up-time
was 1109 days. The active height of FA is 244 cm, pin pitch is
1.22 cm, FA pitch is 14.7 cm, and shroud thickness is 0.40 cm. Fig. 23
shows the radial and axial layouts of FA. In subplot (a), the pin
sample location is yellow, and its axial location is 100 cm from the
active height. Fig. 23 (a) also shows one central guide tube, and 126
UO2 fuel pins are located in the FAmodel. The FAmodel was used to
calculate the reflective boundary.

Fig. 24 presents the operating condition history for the calcu-
lation, specifically fuel temperature, moderator temperature, boron
concentration, and power density. The calculation conditions are
presented in Ref. [12], which presents the boron concentration in
gH3BO3/kgH2O. A constant of 174.88 ppm/(gH3BO3/kgH2O) is applied to
convert the boron concentration found in Ref. [7]. A specific
calculation condition is used for each time step.

Fig. 15 shows the calculated results of 38 isotopes. The calcula-
tion is performed as follows. (1) The number density file is gener-
ated by STREAM through history branch calculation. (2) A 3D core
simulation is performed by RAST-V (generation of simulation con-
dition history) and isotope number density is calculated by
Lagrange interpolation with history indices reflected 3D core
simulation conditions. (3) Cooling and source term calculations
(e.g., decay heat) are performed. Different cooling periods are used
to calculate each isotope. The standard deviation of measurements
is derived from Ref. [12]. As shown in a previous study [39,43],
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compared with the one-step method (lattice code calculation), this
approach benefits simulation because it reduces the simulation
time due to the additional source term calculation code.

Table 18 lists the detailed relative differences among isotopes in
terms of composition. Compared with the measured uncertainty,
most of the isotopes are within the ±1 s boundary; five isotopes are
located on the boundary. In addition, most of the isotopes exhibit a
trend similar to the CASMO-4E results. In particular, RAST-K pro-
vides more accurate isotope results for 134Cs, 147Sm, 151Sm, and
109Ag.

Fig. 25 presents the validation results with measurements and
those of CASMO-4E. The CASMO-4E results are calculated with the
ENDF/B-VI.0 library, as shown in Ref. [55]; themeasurement is from
Ref. [12]. RAST-V has comparable accurate results, as summarized
in Table 18.

7. Conclusion

The VVER analytic solver was developed and adopted in the in-
house nodal diffusion code, RAST-K. The main calculation features
were presented using V&V calculations performed with Rostov-II,
X2, Novovoronezh-4, and AER benchmarks. Five main features
were verified and validated in this study: depletion, T/H feedback,
multicycle operation, transient calculations, and spent-fuel
analysis.

The micro-depletion schemewas verified with Rostov-II U22 FA.
The analysis results of 36 isotopes were within ±50 pcm compared
with those of lattice code STREAM. To assess the calculation capa-
bility of multicycle operation, the X2 benchmark was used; cycles
1e4 were used for comparison. The RMS difference of each cycle
was within ±47 ppm in the four-cycle operation. The CR worth was
calculated under 50 different calculation conditions. The variations
were within ±81 pcm in all multicycle calculations, and all calcu-
lation cases were within the criteria provided by the Korean



Fig. 23. Radial and axial layout of the FA.

Fig. 24. Operating condition.

Table 18
Relative difference of Isotope composition.

Isotope Ck/El�1 (%) smeasured (%) Isotope C/E�1 (%) smeasured (%) Isotope C/E�1 (%) smeasured (%)

234Ua �17.14 47 245Cmd �0.22 9 142Cee �8.96 50
235Ub 2.86 28 246Cmd 7.92 4 147Sme 0.74 50
236Ub �6.12 28 142Ndc �8.65 9 148Sme 6.62 33
238Ub �0.39 37 143Ndc �7.88 9 149Sme 46.78 10
237Npa �55.70 10 144Ndc �9.48 10 150Sme 0.46 55
238Pub 31.17 24 145Ndc �18.40 9 151Sme 15.95 25
239Pub 11.99 14 146Ndc �0.33 8 152Sme �5.01 20
240Pub 5.80 10 148Ndc 3.58 5 154Sme 6.47 22
241Pub 3.14 12 150Ndc �8.10 2 95Mof �10.53 17
242Pub �8.38 5 133Csd �3.61 46 99Tcf �7.96 17
241Amc 14.66 17 134Csd �5.90 6 101Rui �8.54 18
242mAmc �58.18 10 135Csd �13.61 19 105Pdj �9.19 96
243Amc 20.48 87 137Csd �5.75 50 108Pdj 29.62 26
244Cmd 18.21 36 140Cee �8.25 50 109Agj 34.23 15

Cooling time of a, b, c, d, e, f, i, and j are 0, 12.397, 12.408, 12.359, 12.414, 12.427, 12.403, 12.419, and 12.433 years, respectively; k and l are calculated and measured values,
separately.
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Institute of Nuclear Safety. The integrated temperature coefficients
were also compared under the HZP condition, and the variations in
the ITC calculations were also within the criteria of 9 pcm/�C. The
AER-DYN-001 and AER-DYN-002 benchmark problems were used
to verify the transient calculation, and RAST-V yielded reasonable
results compared with various code systems. Novovoronezh-4 was
used to validate the spent-fuel analysis module. Most of the isotope
results were within one-standard deviation boundary of
measurements.

The RAST-V code system provides accurate results comparable
to those of steady-state calculations, transient calculations, and
additional applications. This paper introduces the newly developed
3511
nodal diffusion code and demonstrates the V&V of RAST-V. In
future work, back-end cycle analysis will be performed using the
cask model.
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Appendix

This section contains the details of neutron sources from the
axial NEM to the radial TPEN method. Figure A. 1 shows the nota-
tions of variables used in the axial and radial calculations. Subplot
(a) presents the variables used in axial NEM calculation. Subplot (b)
contains the variables used to calculate the radial leakage term
based on the axial leakage source. Subplot (c) contains the un-
knowns used in TPEN solver.
and 2D TPEN calculations
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In NEM solver, the 4th and 2nd order polynomials are used for
flux and leakage term as shown in equation (A.1) and (A.2),
separately.

fm
g ðxÞ¼f

m
g þ

X4
i¼1

ami;gPiðxÞ; (A.1)

LgðxÞ¼ Lavg;g þ e1;gP1ðxÞ þ e2;gP2ðxÞ; (A.2)

where x is the z divided by h (normalization): h is the axial node
size, and ai,g is the coefficient: a1,g and a2,g are easily find by using
boundary conditions at 0 and h in axial direction. The notation of Lg
is the leakage term, g is the energy group number (g ¼ 1, 2 due to
generally two-group constants are used for VVER analysis), m is
axial node index, the Pi is the basis of polynomial: P1ðxÞ ¼ 2x� 1,
P2ðxÞ ¼ 6xð1 � xÞ� 1, P3ðxÞ ¼ 6xð1 � xÞð2x � 1Þ, P4ðxÞ ¼ 6xð1 �
xÞð5x2 � 5xþ1Þ. The coefficients of a1,g and a2,g are defined as
equation (A.3), and a3,g and a4,g are defined as equation (A.4).

a1;g ¼ Jþzr;g þ J�zr;g � Jþzl;g � J�zl;g
a2;g ¼ f

m
g � Jþzr;g � J�zr;g � Jþzl;g � J�zl;g ;

(A.3)

~f
m
1;g ¼

ð1
0

P1ðxÞfm
g ðxÞdx ¼

1
3
a1;g þ

1
5
a3;g

~f
m
2;g ¼

ð1
0

P2ðxÞfm
g ðxÞdx ¼

1
5
a2;g �

3
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a4;g;

(A.4)

where Jþzr;g and J�zr;g are outgoing and incoming current at h,

respectively. The Jþzl;g and J�zl;g are outgoing and incoming current at
2
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0. To calculate the outgoing current, equation (A.5) is used for
calculation.

Jnetzr;g ¼ �bg
dfm

g ðxÞ
dx

����
x¼1

¼ �2bg
�
a1;g � 3a2;g � 3a3;g � 3a4;g

�

¼ Jþzr;g � J�zr;gJ
net
zl;g ¼ �bg

dfm
g ðxÞ
dx

����
x¼0

¼ �2bg
�
a1;g þ 3a2;g � 3a3;g þ 3a4;g

�
¼ J�zl;g � Jþzl;g; (A.5)

where Jnetzr;g and Jnetzl;g are net current at h and 0, bg is Dg divided by h.

Outgoing current equation is simplified as equation (A.6).

Jþzr;g ¼ c1;gJ
�
zr;g þ c2;gJ

�
zl;g þ c3;gfg þ c4;g~f1;g þ c5;g~f2;g

Jþzl;g ¼ c2;gJ
�
zr;g þ c1;gJ

�
zl;g þ c3;gfg � c4;g~f1;g þ c5;g~f2;g;

(A.6)

where coefficients (c1,g to c5,g) are presented in equation (A.7).

c1;g ¼
 
� 960bg

2�1

960bg
2þ64bgþ1

!
; c2;g ¼

�
� 16bg
960bg

2þ64bgþ1

	
;

c3;g ¼
�

20bg
40bgþ1

	
; c4;g ¼

�
30bg

24bgþ1

	
; c5;g ¼

�
� 70bg
40bgþ1

	

(A.7)

To calculate the coefficient of a3,g and a4,g nodal balance equa-
tion, 1st momentum, and 2nd momentum equations are used.
Equation (A.8) is used to calculate the fluxes and those calculated
fluxes andmomentums are utilized to insult into the equation (A.6)
to calculate the outgoing current.
1c5;1
h

� 140b1c5;1
h

1; g6 ¼ �lnSf ;2; g7 ¼ �Ss

2 � 28b2
h

;2

(A.8)
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where src1,g, src2,g, and src3,g are constants which don't have rela-
tionship with fg , ~f1;g , and ~f2;g . Those constants are calculated by
nodal balance, lst momentum, and 2nd momentum equations.
Calculated outgoing current is used to calculate the axial leakage
source as shown in equation (A.9).

Sz ¼ � 1
h
ðJzr � JzlÞ; (A.9)

This axial leakage source is used to calculate the radial leakage
sources used in 2D TPEN calculation solver [33].

S
c;n
z ¼ 1

A

ð
A

Szðx; yÞdA~Sc;nzx ¼ 2ffiffiffi
3

p
hr

1
A

ð
A

xSzðx; yÞdA ~S
c;n
zy

¼ 2
hr

1
A

ð
A

ySzðx; yÞdA (A.10)

where A is the radial hexagonal node, and hr is the side length of the
hexagonal as presented in subplot (c) of Figure A. 1. The positions of
the radial leakage source are presented in subplot (b) of Figure A. 1.
Equation (A.11) are used for calculation [33]:
S
c;n
gz ¼ w1S

c
gz þw2S

n
gz þw3

�
Snþ1
gz þ Snþ5

gz

�
þw4

�
Snþ2
gz þ Snþ4

gz

�
þw5S

nþ3
gz

~S
c;n
gzx ¼ wx1S

c
gz þwx2S

n
gz þwx3

�
Snþ1
gz þ Snþ5

gz

�
þwx4

�
Snþ2
gz þ Snþ4

gz

�
þwx5S

nþ3
gz

~S
c;n
gzy ¼ wy1

�
Snþ1
gz þ Snþ5

gz

�
þwy2

�
Snþ2
gz � Snþ4

gz

� (A.11)
where n is the node number. If nþ i > 6, then nþi�6 is used instead
of nþi (i is integer). Those sources are used in radial TPEN solver as
shown in equation (3) of section 2.1.
Abbreviations

1D one dimensional
2D two dimensional
3D three dimensional
ADF assembly discontinuity factor
AER Atomic Energy Research
BA burnable absorber
BiCGSTAB Bi-Conjugate Gradient Stabilized
BOC beginning of cycle
BOR boron concentration
BWR boiling water reactor
CBC critical boron concentration
CDF corner discontinuity factor
CMFD coarse mesh finite difference
CR control rod
CR1 control rod bank 1
CR2 control rod bank 2
CRAM Chebyshev rational approximation method
CRB control rod bank
EOC end of cycle
EFD effective day
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FA fuel assembly
HZP hot zero power
NEM nodal expansion method
MOC middle of cycle
PSM pin-based slowing-down method
PWR pressurized water reactor
RAST-V RAST-K VVER
RK RAST-K v2.0
RMS root mean square
RV RAST-K VVER
ST STREAM
SR1 Shutdown bank 1
SR2 Shutdown bank 2
TFU fuel temperature
T/H thermal-hydraulic
T/H 1D simplified one-dimensional single channel thermal

hydraulic feedback
TPEN Triangular-based polynomial expansion nodal method
TMO moderator temperature
VVER VodoeVodyanoi Energetichesky Reactor
V&V verification and validation
WT% weight percent
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